
Corpse identified by Roland Krenn 

The body found at the weekend in the neighboring Innviertel is the missing 
Salzburg Roland Krenn. The confirmed after the autopsy prosecutor and 
police. 

Prosecutor and police confirmed Montagnachmittag that the corpse is clearly the 
missing Roland Krenn. What the 63-year-old businessman from Salzburg died, the 
investigators could not yet clarify. After the corpse had already been very badly 
damaged, no external effects could be detected during the autopsy, said Barbara 
Fischer, a public prosecutor. In order to clarify the cause of death, there are still 
further toxicological studies. 

Corpse discovered in an abandoned pigsty 

In a house search in Haigermoos in the Braunau district, the investigators 
discovered the corpse last Friday. During the operation, a 28-year-old host was 
arrested on the same property on Friday. At the press conference 
Montagnachmittag it was announced that the corpse was tied from head to toe with 
an insulating tape and was wrapped with tent plans and tensioning sheets. 
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In an up-and-coming pigsty, investigators found a heavily decayed corpse on Friday 

Did the suspects commit murder together? 

According to the current investigation, the prosecutor's office assumes that the 23-
year-old Flachgauer, who has been held in custody since the end of April, and the 
28-year-old host who was arrested last Friday committed the murder together, said 
public prosecutor Barbara Fischer. 

Third suspect is no longer up to date 

After the autopsy carried out, police investigations now focus on two suspects. To 
date, a 55-year-old German has also been tried. This is said to have robbed 



Krenn. Currently, however, the circle of suspects is limited to the 23-year-old 
Flachgau and the 28-year-old host from Upper Austria. The Flachgauer telephoned 
last with Roland Krenn. In addition, the Salzburg was supposed to help the 28-year-
old Austrian who was arrested on Friday to hide the corpse. According to the first 
investigations, the abandoned pigsty should not have been the scene of the 
crime. Even a possible act motif has not yet been established. 
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Corpse identified by missing Krenn 
The corpse found at the weekend in the neighboring Innviertel is 
the missing Salzburg Roland Krenn. This resulted in the autopsy 
on Monday. 

Krenn has been missing since July 2016 

At the end of August a Salzburg reported his friends as missing. During the 
investigation in the past ten months, it has not been possible to rule out the 
possibility that the missing victim has been the victim of a violent crime. 

Left: 
 Found dead is presumably the missing (salzburg.ORF.at, 13.5.2017) 
 Searching for a corpse in a house search (ooe.ORF.at, 13.5.2017) 
 Vermisster: Other suspects in the sights (salzburg.ORF.at, 6/6/2017) 
 Mississippi Salzburg: arrest (salzburg.ORF.at, 4.5.2017) 
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